Expertise you can build on
The connected solution for commercial
piping and drainage

Market Leading
Pedigree
Wavin is uniquely well-qualified to meet
all the piping and drainage requirements
of commercial builds
Wavin is the UK market leader in the residential sector and, in Europe, that
dominance extends to the commercial sector too, where we are No.1 in terms of
volume and turnover. And now, all that expertise, know-how, project insight and
proven product solutions are available to UK commercial contractors too.
With a turnover in excess of £1bn, we are Europe’s leading supplier of plastic
pipe systems, including leading brands such as OSMA and Hep2O. Wavin is also
home to Hepworth Clay – the market leading commercial drainage brand.
It is a pedigree we can illustrate with compelling case studies and which
our partners can trust in, knowing we have the resources, experience and
manufacturing expertise to deliver better every time.

In terms of volume and turnover,
Wavin dominates the European Market.
Source: Plasteurope.com
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World-Class
Products
For every commercial piping and drainage
connection from roof to floor

Wavin Hep2O
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Wavin AS

Wavin Tigris K1
4

Wavin Compact

When contractors connect to Wavin, we can genuinely claim they connect to
better. From perfectly engineered soil and waste piping systems to potable
water solutions and plumbing to the tap, we provide an end-to-end range of high
quality products, many of which are world leading in terms of performance
and innovation.
Wavin currently holds no fewer than 1,500 BSI Kitemarks, and huge
investment in innovation has created a wide range of industry firsts such as our
Recycore Technology.

1 – The push-fit system of choice for plumbing professionals – four times faster to install
a joint than copper with an installed cost saving of 30%.

2 – Europe’s No.1 commercial press-fit system and the only one to connect to domestic
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push-fit plumbing (our brand-leading Hep2O) for a single supplier solution guaranteed
from end-to-end.

3 – The world’s best performing and most frequently installed Acoustic Soil System and
the first to absorb both airborne and structure borne sound.

4 – The PVC-U soil solution with tighter waste connections than any other soil system,
engineered from Recycore with over 50% recycled material.

5 – A lightweight soil and waste system with exceptional temperature, vibration,
impact and chemical resistance. Hermetic joints can be formed by both electro-fusion
and butt welding.

Wavin HDPE

Wavin QuickStream

6 – The siphonic roof drainage solution enhanced by unique design software
which optimises the performance of every installation to the specific requirements
of each building.

Game Changing
BIM Design
In-built intelligent assistance makes
our BIM solution simply the best
Since the birth of BIM, dramatic productivity gains have been promised in theory
but largely not delivered in practice. Our Revit packages are the first and only
ones in the UK to be awarded the BSI KitemarkTM for BIM Objects. As a result,
BIM by Wavin now gives you access to all the economies, speed, ease and
accuracy made possible by digitalised modelling. Our packages, created from
100% accurate content, begin a chain reaction of productivity that starts in the
design department but truly delivers on-site, enabling you to build better, faster.
Intelligent assistance automates key aspects of pipe system design to speed the
creation of fully detailed ‘as-built’ models. The result is 100% accurate designs,
with an auto-generated Bill of Materials, which can be created in half the time of
competitor packages, and then power real savings on-site.
The resulting accuracy of ordering and deliveries virtually eliminates waste and
greatly speeds ‘right first time’ installation. This delivers significant time and cost
savings through transformed project efficiency.

Intelligent assistance virtually
designs the system for you

Automatically generated
Bill of Materials

In-built error prevention
and clash detection

The fastest BIM design tool
with ‘as-built’ accuracy

“Our installers report that the models
match to the millimetre. We can do
the design work in a third of the time”
Teknobad, Norway

End-to-End
Customer Support
An unbeatable combination of benefits
that no competitor can match
In thousands of projects across the built environment we have established
a unique knowledge bank of practical expertise, regulatory awareness and
technical insight, which makes our customer support an invaluable resource
for commercial project partners.
MyPortal is an invaluable customer resource – accessible anytime and from
anywhere. Whether it’s E-learning and CPDs, accessing our BIM packages, or
using our intuitive technical tools to help you get the job done faster and with
assured accuracy, our expertise is freely available.
In addition, our Technical Team are conversant with all aspects of our product
range and can assist with questions on system design, installation and product
suitability no matter what the application – either on-site or remotely.
Contact them today for support on your next project:
T: 0844 856 5165 E: technical.design.uk@wavin.com

Design service with free
technical support

MyPortal. One window
into Wavin’s world

E-learning, CPD, and
training in your offices

Extensive ‘how to’
videos and downloads

“Wavin supported the installation team by providing
certified training to ensure the installation can run smoothly
with a product we haven’t used before. The team are now
confident and we’re looking forward to getting started.”
Don Elworthy – Senior Contracts Manager, Panks Engineering

Commercial
Case Studies

Y-40 at Hotel Millepini, Italy
The world’s deepest swimming pool at 40m, complete with
mid-depth areas and four exploration ‘caves’. Contains 4,300m3
of water at temperatures of 32°-34°C
Solution: Wavin HDPE water transport and management
piping solution

Astro Tower, Brussels
34 Storeys, 107m high and 35,000m2
of office space
Solution: Wavin Tigris K1 piping
solution for hot and cold water and
HepvO waterless traps
With 135 toilets and more than 100 sinks to
connect to, effective and efficient water supply was
essential for this renovation project. Wavin, with
Tigris K1, was the only manufacturer to guarantee a
pressure of 15 bar at the supply lines and to reach
4 bar on the 34th floor, which was critical for the fire
prevention system. The installation team received
intensive training from Wavin in using the press-fit
system, which combined with fast delivery, material
quality and the support of the Wavin Technical
Team to deliver successfully for the tallest Passive
building on the Brussels skyline.

Located in the park of the 4-star Hotel Terme Millepini, Y-40 is a uniquely deep pool for
divers and adventurers. Wavin HDPE piping was selected for this landmark project after
careful consideration of the volumes of water to be carried and its chemical make-up.
The pipe uniquely combines high strength and lightness with extraordinary resistance
to chemicals, temperature variation, vibration and impact. A smooth inner allows for an
optimal flow and welded seals create a hermetic system.

Yell House Building, Reading
284 student flats, gym, cinema and dance studio
Solution: Wavin AS acoustic soil system and Wavin Compact
As a multi-occupancy development of student accommodation, noise reduction
was an important consideration for the project managers. Wavin AS was selected
for its unrivalled low noise performance, ease of installation and the comprehensive
technical support provided by Wavin on-site. Wavin Compact, with its reduced installed
dimensions minimising the required duct space, was the perfect complementary soil
and waste system for this student development where space was at a premium.

The ultimate solution
with maximised savings:
Market Leading Pedigree
World-Class Product Range
Game Changing BIM Design
End-to-End Customer Support
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Connect with our commercial capabilities online
commercial.wavin.co.uk

